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Abstract

hroughout the twentieth century, the worlds of logic and mathematics were well aware of Hilbert’s

e
twenty-three problems and the challenge they offered. Although not known until very recently, there
xisted yet one more challenge offered by Hilbert, his twenty-fourth problem. This problem focuses on

f
t
finding simpler proofs, on the criteria for measuring simplicity, and on the ‘‘development of a theory o
he method of proof in mathematics in general’’. Of the three themes of Hilbert’s twenty-fourth prob-

s
lem, the first two are central to this article. We visit various areas of logic, showing that some of the
tudies of the masters are indeed strongly connected to this newly discovered problem. We also

)
e
demonstrate that the use of an automated reasoning program (specifically, W. McCune’s OTTER
nables one to address this challenging problem. We offer questions that remain unanswered.

1
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. A Significant Find

Hidden in Hilbert’s many notebooks in Goettingen, Germany, a treasure was found. Specifically
d

a
(in Notebook Cod. ms. Hilbert 600:3) the treasure is a problem—Hilbert’s twenty-fourth—not presente
t his 1900 Paris lecture nor in the printed versions of that lecture [Thiele2001]. (In Section 3, we

focus directly on Hilbert himself and on his writings.)

This newly discovered problem focuses on finding simpler proofs, on the criteria for measuring
.

O
simplicity, and on the ‘‘development of a theory of the method of proof in mathematics in general’’

f the three themes, this article addresses the first two. Also featured here is the strong connection to
.

W
this problem of some of the research of logicians that include C. A. Meredith, A. Prior, and I. Thomas

e then demonstrate the value of addressing criteria of Hilbert’s twenty-fourth problem with heavy
e

fi
reliance on W. McCune’s automated reasoning program OTTER [McCune1994]. All of the proofs w

nd are Hilbert-style axiomatic, employing one or more specific inference rules; never do we rely on
e

e
induction or metaargument. We might, for example, rely solely on condensed detachment, a rul
mployed by many logicians. On the other hand, if the problem emphasizes equality, we employ
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.paramodulation, a rule that enables the program to treat equality as ‘‘understood’’

To encourage further research focusing on this intriguing Hilbert problem, we offer questions that

s
remain unanswered. We also cite various successes that address Hilbert’s concern for the discovery of
impler proofs.

2. Criteria of Proof Simplicity

Compared with the properties of proofs, more familiar to many are the properties of axiom sys-
l

n
tems. For example, of substantial concern are the number of members in an axiom system, the tota
umber of symbols, the maximum number of distinct variables, and independence. Indeed, J.

f
Lukasiewicz spent three years of research culminating in his discovery of his 23-letter single axiom (the
ollowing) for two-valued sentential (or propositional) calculus [Lukasiewicz1970].

CCCpqCCCNrNstrCuCCrpCsp

Discoveries of this type naturally led to questions about the existence of a shorter single axiom
e

f
for two-valued logic. C. A. Meredith later did in fact find a simpler single axiom [Meredith1953], th
ollowing.

CCCCCpqCNrNsrtCCtpCsp

Not only is the Meredith axiom shorter, 21 symbols versus 23, but it also is simpler in that it relies on
five distinct variables rather than on six.

In the context of Hilbert’s twenty-fourth problem, for proofs, two related criteria merit examina-
t

v
tion, proof length (the number of deduced steps) and variable richness (the maximum number of distinc
ariables that occur in a deduced step). In particular, all things being equal, the shorter the proof, the

-
t
simpler the proof. Similarly, the less variable richness, the simpler the proof. We thus have two cri
eria of proof simplification pertinent to the new Hilbert problem.

y
b

For an example of the logician’s interest in proof refinement with respect to length, one need onl
egin with Meredith. In the early 1950s, he published a 30-step condensed detachment proof that

t
deduces a 3-basis for C5 from his single axiom for that area of logic [Lemmon1957]. The area C5 is
he implicational fragment of S5, itself a modal logic. A few years later, (apparently with some satis-

faction) Meredith published a second proof of this theorem, one of length 23 [Meredith1964].

With Prior, Meredith later published a 33-step proof that abridges the Lukasiewicz proof for his
-

g
shortest single axiom for the implicational fragment of two-valued logic [Meredith1963]. With the pro
ram OTTER—and addressing the new Hilbert problem, although its existence had not yet been

declared—we found a further abridgment, a proof of length 32.

A quite different criterion of proof simplification concerns lemma avoidance. Somewhat reminis-
-

b
cent of seeking an independent set of axioms, one might seek a proof that does not rely on thought-to
e-indispensable lemmas. The avoidance of various lemmas can contribute in an important way to sim-

o
plicity of proof. For example, a search of the literature in the context of proving the dependence of one
f the five Lukasiewicz axioms for infinite-valued sentential calculus suggests that three lemmas are

r
s
indeed crucial, numbered by Rose and Rosser 2.22, 3.5, and 3.51. With OTTER, we have found a fa
impler proof, one avoiding the cited three lemmas. The proof has length 30, shorter than any offered

n
t
by the literature. The cited proof also avoids the use of any double-negation terms. A double-negatio
erm is a term of the form N(N(t)) for some term t, where the function N denotes negation. The proofs

-
n
in the literature rely on double negation. (Note that we do not have in mind in any way the double
egation laws that occur, say, in the intuitionistic calculus; here we are concerned exclusively with a

class of term.)

We thus come to another criterion of proof simplification that might indeed have appealed to Hil-

a
bert, namely, the avoidance of a class of term. Logicians are in fact sometimes concerned with such
voidance, seeking proofs in which no deduced formulas contains as a subformula a formula of the

z
a
form i(t,t) for some term t, where i denotes implication (sometimes denoted by C, as in the Lukasiewic
nd Meredith cited single axioms).

Still in the context of criteria of simpler proof, we have the analogue of size that is studied for
axiom systems—the total number of symbols in the system or basis. Specifically, as D. Ulrich has
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suggested, one can seek proofs whose size is strictly less than that of any proof in hand, where size

s
measures the total number of symbols present in the deduced steps of a proof. Somewhat related to
ize is the measure of simplicity that is concerned with formula complexity. The formula complexity of

(
a proof is k if and only if (1) there exists a deduced step in the proof relying on exactly k symbols, and
2) no deduced step in the proof relies on strictly greater than k symbols. (Similarly, for an axiom sys-

tem or basis, one can focus on its complexity, the longest member in symbol count.)

Clearly other measures of simplicity might merit study. We have studied those specifically cited
a

c
and will give examples of success in Section 4. We note the perhaps obvious: When one addresses
hosen criterion of simplicity, one often must accept that other criteria may suffer. Quite likely, this

s
i
fact explains in part why Hilbert did not include this twenty-fourth problem in his Paris lecture, for it i
ndeed difficult to make precise.

s3. On Hilbert and His Writing

Much of contemporary mathematics is foreshadowed in Hilbert’s twenty-three problems, given in
d

o
the published version of his 1900 Paris talk to the International Mathematical Congress. Near the en
f 1899, he was invited to give this talk, but wavered between responding to an 1897 Poincare talk and

-
l
presenting unsolved problems. In fact, not until the spring of 1900 did Hilbert decide to present prob
ems concerning the future of research in mathematics. In July, he surprised his friends Hurwitz and

e
p
Minkowski with printed versions of his forthcoming talk, a talk in which but twelve of the twenty-thre
roblems were actually offered. The preparation of so many significant problems is indeed impressive

in that Hilbert was lecturing ten hours a week.

Among the undated entries in the Notebook is a statement saying that Hilbert had in mind to
e

e
present a twenty-fourth problem in Paris concerning the simplicity of proofs, as expressed with th
xcerpt we highlight (trans. Thiele 2000).

The twenty-fourth problem in my Paris lecture was to be: Criteria of simplicity, or proof of the

D

greatest simplicity of certain proofs.

evelop a theory of the method of proof in mathematics in general. Under a given set of condi-

T

tions there can be but one simplest proof.

hat problem does not appear in any of the published versions of his 1900 talk. However, the twenty-

S
fourth problem is recorded in his ‘‘Mathematisches Notizbuch’’, preserved in the Niedersaechsische

taats- und Universitaets-bibliothek Goettingen, Handschriftenabteilung (Cod. ms. D. Hilbert 600).

e
a

In short, Hilbert asks for the simplest proof of any theorem. That the entry was made some tim
fter the Paris talk is remarkable: there are almost no entries dating before the Paris talk in August

f
1900 that were used for the preparation of the talk. Moreover, although Hilbert omitted the twenty-
ourth problem in the lecture and the subsequent paper, his Notebook entry indicates that in his logical

c
and foundational research, Hilbert did not cancel the question of simplest proofs. Indeed, the problem
ontinued to intrigue him. We find it or versions of it in later works. Then, in 1917, Hilbert gave a

t
t
lecture in Zurich, Switzerland, in which he mentioned examples (geometric constructions and invarian
heory, especially syzygies) he had added to the idea of simplest proof in the Notebook. We offer one

s
l
final bit of evidence concerning the importance to Hilbert of the omitted problem. At the end of hi
ife, looking back and revisiting his research, Hilbert made and inserted a short ‘‘index’’ into his note-

books. Among the few key words on this one-page index, we again find the twenty-fourth problem.

We thus see that, throughout his life, Hilbert regarded the problem of simplest proof as an impor-

t
tant one. Further, that entry in the Notebook attests to the fact that his proof theory goes back as far as
he turn of the last century—almost two decades earlier than historians have believed up to now. It is

f
m
Hilbert’s question whether one proof is simpler than another. For the first time in the history o

athematics, the properties of proof were made an object of mathematical investigation; see Section 2.

m
Moreover, Hilbert supplied the initiative to start research in a new field, a field now called

etamathematics.

A natural question asks why Hilbert did not present this problem in Paris or later elsewhere. We

n
suspect there exist two principal reasons. First, in Paris he was under the pressure of time, and he did
ot intend to give a complete overview of open problems. Second, to formulate the intuitively obvious
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uestion focusing on simplest proofs in precise mathematical concepts is not at all easy. Because of the

o
difficulty of defining the concept, Hilbert probably postponed the ‘‘declaration’’ of the general problem
f simplicity and, instead, did some research on simplicity in specific fields.

4. Successes in Addressing Hilbert’s Twenty-Fourth Problem

At this point, we turn to successes in proof simplification of the type that (almost certainly) Hil-

w
bert would have found satisfying. The context of simplification varies, as does the area of logic from

hich the theorem was taken. Often within the cited success is an implied question that remains open.

O
Each of the results we cite was obtained by relying heavily on the automated reasoning program

TTER. We, therefore, occasionally comment on how that program provided invaluable assistance.
We also sometimes briefly touch on the methodology that was employed to reach the desired objective.

We begin with two-valued sentential calculus, sometimes known as classical logic. Our target

L
was Meredith’s proof of his single axiom (given in Section 2), a proof that completes by deducing the

ukasiewicz three-axiom system. The Meredith proof consists essentially of 41 applications of con-
-

t
densed detachment (has length 41), relies on formulas in which seven distinct variables occur, and con
ains seventeen double-negation formulas. By using other proofs (that will be cited) to direct OTTER’s

-
n
search, we discovered a 38-step proof with variable richness seven and containing thirteen double
egation formulas. (In our study, we also relied upon OTTER’s offering of ancestorisubsumption, a

s
procedure that automatically compares derivation lengths to the same conclusion, preferring the strictly
horter.) The program’s attack and resulting proof are counterintuitive in the sense that the most-

p
difficult-to-prove Lukasiewicz axiom (sometimes known as suffixing) is proved second and used to
rove a less-difficult-to-prove axiom. In contrast, Meredith’s proof proceeds in the order one would

expect, proving suffixing last.

To find the cited 38-step proof, two proofs were used to guide the search (the proofs were first

w
reported in [Fitelson2001]). The first proof, one of length 50, was discovered when we sought a proof

ith variable richness six. (OTTER offers the parameter maxidistinctivars to which one assigns a

u
value that places an upper bound on the number of variables a newly deduced conclusion can rely
pon.) The second was a proof of length 51, found when we decided to avoid double negation.

p
(OTTER offers demodulation, ordinarily used for canonicalization and simplification, which we use to

urge newly deduced conclusions of an unwanted type.) Apparently crucial to our success was the treat-

w
ment of the deduced steps of the two proofs as most attractive symbol patterns, where their variables

ere treated as indistinguishable (resonance). (OTTER offers the resonance strategy [Wos1995] for
this purpose; a powerful alternative is R. Veroff’s hints strategy [Veroff1996]).

Since the first use of condensed detachment on Meredith’s single axiom as both major and minor

r
premiss yields a formula relying on five distinct variables, the limiting case in the context of variable
ichness is five. Such limiting cases were apparently of interest to Hilbert. We did in fact find a 69-

step proof with that richness.

In addition to the cited explicit means for proof simplification, OTTER offers various methodolo-

w
gies, many of which rely upon the use of one or more strategies. For example, for term simplification

e have found quite effective a methodology (relying on demodulation) that instructs the program to
f

l
block the use of one or more chosen steps of the proof in hand. For proof refinement in the context o
ength, in addition to constantly using ancestor subsumption, we employ a methodology similar to that

t
for term simplification and, more recently, a strategy called cramming [Wos2001]. The latter attempts
o force many proof steps of one member of a conjunction into proofs of the other members to produce

b
a shorter proof of the whole, recognizing that the individual subproofs will likely be longer than need
e if attacked separately. An unexpected (to us) phenomenon we have encountered is that, occasion-

r
s
ally, a shorter proof is found such that all of its formulas are among those of the longer proof unde
tudy.

Still with Meredith at center stage, we next turn to C5. He proved his single axiom for this area
e

3
of logic by deducing one of his bases, a 3-basis, with a proof of length 23, variable richness 7, and siz
58. Our studies, which did not rely on knowledge of his success, yielded three new 23-step proofs, the

p
best of which has variable richness 6 and size 358. Further studies strongly suggest that in fact no
roof of length strictly less than 23 exists; however, the improvement in the context of variable richness
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s satisfying. At this time, we note that neither OTTER itself nor our formulation of methodologies
offers the researcher a direct attack on proof size.

For a most dramatic refinement in the context of the criterion of proof size, we draw from work
.

W
on equivalential calculus. The first proof that showed the formula XHN to be a single axiom (by S

inker) has size 8120. More than a decade later, OTTER (relying on various methodologies) produced
e

W
a proof of size 528. The Winker proof has length 159, whereas the later proof has length 19. Th

inker proof has formula complexity equal to 103 (a formula requiring 103 symbols to present),
,

t
whereas the later proof has formula complexity equal to 35. (OTTER offers a parameter, maxiweight
hat one can employ to prevent the retention of a newly deduced formula or equation whose symbol

count exceeds the value assigned to that parameter.)

One interested in addressing aspects of Hilbert’s twenty-fourth problem might find it piquant to
e

p
learn that OTTER already offered explicit means for proof simplification almost a decade before th
roblem was discovered. Specifically, such means that include direct approaches to controlling formula

e
g
complexity, variable richness, and the like were not designed originally with Hilbert in mind or, mor
enerally, with proof refinement in mind. Instead, their original purpose was that of controlling the

r
f
search, in part by restricting it, and in part by directing it. (Such direct approaches, however, are fa
rom adequate to control the search; indeed, rather early on in the automation of logical reasoning it

q
was recognized that strategy was required if substantial assistance was to be provided for attacking open
uestions and deep problems.) Summing up, the researcher intent upon addressing this new Hilbert

d
problem experiences a bit of more-than-good fortune in the form of parameters, options, and metho-
ologies.

5. Broadening the Attack on Hilbert’s Twenty-Fourth Problem

,
w

We intend to continue our assault on various aspects of the new Hilbert problem. In that regard
e welcome contributions by e-mail, wos@mcs.anl.gov. For example, if some researcher has a proof in

s
s
hand and wishes to find a shorter proof, or a proof with less variable richness, or a proof that addresse
ome other criterion of refinement, we are eager to begin an attack on the problem. Collaborations

might prove most profitable.

Our top choices for questions concerning proof length are currently two. In the context of classi-
t

d
cal logic, does there exist a proof of length 37 (applications of condensed detachment) or less tha
educes the Lukasiewicz three-axiom system from Meredith’s single axiom? Does there exist a proof

-
v
of length 29 or less that shows that (what we call) the fifth of Lukasiewicz’s five axioms for infinite
alued sentential calculus is dependent on the other four?

W

CCCpqCqpCqp (axiom 5)

e know of more that ten proofs of length 30 for this theorem. We note that some of the proofs that
,

p
OTTER has discovered quite likely would have eluded the unaided researcher for a long, long time
erhaps because of formula complexity, perhaps because of their unintuitive nature, or because of a

r
e
variety of other factors. We draw this conclusion in part on the nature of some of our results—fo
xample, the finding of proofs avoiding the use of thought-to-be-indispensable lemmas and the

-
d
avoidance in many, many cases of double negation—and in part on some of the impressive data pro
uced by our experiments. As evidence, we note that more than 30 CPU-hours (three actual days on a

f
R
400 MHz computer) were required to find a 41-step proof of a theorem in the implicational fragment o

-mingle (RM->) and for that result, more than 35,000 formulas were considered for initiating applica-
tions of condensed detachment.

If one is not inclined to address any of the various aspects of Hilbert’s twenty-fourth problem but

p
instead is eager to attack questions requiring a first proof, the use of McCune’s automated reasoning
rogram OTTER will still serve one well. With recourse to its parameters, options, and the methodolo-

r
C
gies we have formulated, our colleagues have recently added substantially to the theorems of logic. Fo

5, they have found two 2-bases that are shorter in symbol count than previously known; and they have
t

b
found new single axioms for that area of logic. For C4, they have found a single axiom, long sough
y Meredith and others. Moreover, for RM->, our colleagues discovered a new and simpler 3-basis (of

s
smaller size) that removes the axiomatic need for both contraction and the Parks axiom. These
uccesses and others—each obtained with the use of OTTER—will shortly be submitted for publication.
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e invite you to send us similar (or not-so-similar) open questions, or to use OTTER yourself as
your personal reasoning assistant in finding simpler or new proofs.
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